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Did the officer have reasonable suspicion to effect the stop of the

vehicle that ultimately led to the arrest of Kevin Ian End?

ISSUE PRESENTED

STATEMENT ON ORAL ARGUMENT AND PUBLICATION

Plaintiff-Respondent recognizes that this appeal, as a one judge

appeal, does not qualify under this court's operating procedures for
publication. Hence, publication is not sought. Plaintiff-Respondent does

not seek oral argument as the briefs should adequately present the

issues on appeal.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

The Mr. End-Appellant provided an appropriate description of the

procedural history of the case.

STATEMENT OF THE FACTS

In addition to the facts provided by Mr. End, the State submits
that the following facts were also presented at the motion hearing:

Officer Albea testified that in addition to changing lanes without a
turn signal at Highway 60lÐast sumner street and North wilson, the

vehicle straddled the centermost line of the westbound lanes.

(R.53:8/A.App. 4). The officer also testified that after the End vehicle

turned left onto Grand Avenue where he observed the vehicle strike and
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go over the curb at the southwestern most corner of Grand Avenue and

East Lincoln, where the officer then activated his emergency lights to
stop the End vehicle. (R.53:9/ A.App. 5). Additionally, Officer Albea

testified that he was aware that the citizen complainant was willing to
make a statement prior to effecting the traffic stop. (R.53:la/ A.App.6).

ARGUMENT

I. THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY FOUND THAT OFFICER ALBEA

HAD REASONABLE SUSPICION TO STOP THE END VEHICLE.

A. Standard of review for reviewing Motion to Suppress.

In reviewing a denial of a motion to suppress, the trial
court's findings of fact are upheld unless those facts are clearly

erroneous. State u. Horngren, 2OOO WI App 177, n7,238 Wis.2d 347,

617 N.W.2d 508; see also State u. Richordson, 156 Wis.2d 128, IS7, 456

N.w.2d 830 (1990). To perform an investigatory traffic stop, an offîcer

must have reasonable suspicion that the person stopped has committed,

or is about to commit, a law violation. State u. Colstad, 2003 WI App 25,

I 11, 260 Wis.2d 406,659 N.W. 2d 394. Whether reasonable suspicion

exists is a question of constitutional fact. State u. Powers, 2oo4 WI App

143, 1[ 6, 275 Wis.2d 456, 685 N.W.2d 869. When reviewing questions of
constitutional fact, a two-step standard of review is applied. First, a
circuit court's findings of historical fact will be upheld unless they are

clearly erroneous. Id, Second, a de novo review determines whether

reasonable suspicion justified the stop. Id.

Mr. End disputes that he struck a curb, and he further argues that
the video fails to show him striking the curb. when evidence in the

record consists of disputed testimony and a video recording, the Court
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will still apply the clearly erroneous standard of review in reviewing the

trial court's findings of fact. State u. Wallí, 2OlI WI App 86, T IT, 354
Wis. 2d 4O2,799 N.W.2d 89S. The Court will then review de novo

whether those facts support the court's ultimate finding on the

constitutionality of a traffic stop. Id., n lo. Under this standard, the trial
court's finding of fact will not be set aside unless "it is against the great

weight and clear preponderance of the evidence." state u. Arias,2008 wI
84, T 12, 311 Wis,2d 358,752 N.W.2d 748 (cítation omitted).

v/hat is reasonable in a given situation depends wholly upon the

totality of the circumstances. see state u, Anderson, 155 wis.2d TT, gg-

84,454 N.w.2d 763 (1990). As such, individual facts that would be

insufficient to give rise to a reasonable suspicion when viewed alone may

amount to a reasonable suspicion when taken together. State u.

Waldner,206 rWis.2d 51, 58, 556 N.V/.2d 681 (1996). Therefore, when

considering whether the standard for reasonable suspicion has been met,

the Court may include in the totality of circumstances everything

beginning with the tip from the concerned motorist to the initiation of the

stop by Officer Albea.

B. Oflicer Albea possessed the requisite reasonable suspicion to stop
the End vehicle under the totaltty of the circumstances.

Under the totality of the circumstances on February 27, 2OI7, did
Ofhcer Adam Albea of the Hartford Police Department have reasonable

suspicion to initiate a traffic stop can be broken into two sub-issues: (1)

the status accorded to the citizen tipster and (2) the direct observations

made by the officer before the traffîc stop.

End argues that there was not enough specific information
provided by the citizen tipster to corroborate that the vehicle stopped by

Officer Albea was the vehicle called in by tl;:c citízen witness. End argues

that the citizen call should carry no weight in the totality of the



circumstances calculus because, as he states, there was not enough

corroborating information and the officer would not be justified in
stopping the End vehicle only on the caller's complaint.

The State disagrees. Prior to the traffîc stop on the End vehicle,

Officer Albea rwas aware that the citizen witness "was willing to make a
statement." This information implies not an anonymous tipster, but an
identified citizen who wished to describe all of the observations made of
the driving behavior, Cítízen tips carry an inherent reliability. See State

u. Sisk, 2001 WI App 182, I 9,247 Wis.2d 445,694 N.W.2d 877. In
addition, the tip provided the a first-hand account of poor driving
behavior. It contained enough information to state the concern about
the driving of the vehicle swerving into the caller's lane of travel and

speed control issues, the vehicle's description and location, as well as the

citizen's willingness to provide a statement. These observations help
establish reasonable suspicion.

The officer subsequently located a vehicle matching the
description, heading in the described direction, so he followed it. By

doing so, he employed his own ad hoc balancing test between containing
an immediate threat to public safety and safeguarding the rights of Mr.

End. The officer's choice not to immediately stop the vehicle does not
diminish the observations of the citizen witness, nor does it signify that
there rwas no immediate threat to public safety. Instead, it allowed for
Officer Albea to make his own direct observations of the vehicle's driving
behavior.

Offrcer Albea's observations of the End vehicle's driving behavior

equated to reasonable suspicion for a traffîc stop. Here, Albea had more

than an "inchoate and unparticularized suspicion or hunch." state u.

Post,2OO7 Tü/I 60, I 10, 301 Wis.2d 1, 733 N.W.2d 634. He observed

specific issues with regard to the operation of the End vehicle: a turn
through a controlled intersection without use of its turn signal,

straddling the center-most line of the westbound lanes, and striking a
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curb. Additionally, the officer also observed Mr. End traveling over the

centerline on Grand Avenue; however, the officer testified that he related

this to the fact that there rr¡¡ere vehicles parked on the street. He

discounted this traffic infraction as reasonable related to driving

conditions. When all of the officer's observations are evaluated with the

citizen complaint, there is ample reasonable suspicion for a traffìc stop.

CONCLUSION

Because the totality of the circumstances known to and observed

by Officer Albea at the moment time of the traffic stop would lead any

officer to reasonably conclude there \Mas reasonable suspicion to effect a

traffìc stop. The circuit court properly denied Mr. End's motion to

suppress the evidence arising from the traffic stop.

For the reasons given, the State respectfully requests this Court

affirm the trial court's finding that the offîcer had reasonable suspicion

effect a traffic stop of Mr. End's vehicle.

V/ashington County
432 East Washington Street
West Bend, V/isconsin 53095-7986
(262) 335-4311

Respectfully submitted,

Assistant Di
State Bar No.
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